
Aurora30 and Morris30 are exclusive creations which reinterpret two icons of the Devon&Devon 
collections in an openly refined fashion. These are the Aurora tub and the Morris tap, which 
feature a natural material which is as beautiful as it is rare: Portoro marble.

Portoro marble is an extremely refined black marble extracted from very few caves 
concentrated in a small area between the regions of Tuscany and Liguria. For millennia, it has 
been used in the most prestigious constructions, from imperial Roman villas to noble Genoese 
palazzos, and from magnificent Italian Baroque churches to sumptuous French castles. 

The Aurora30 bathtub preserves the neo-romantic inspiration, elegant mouldings, sinuous 
design and compact size of the original.

What’s new and surprising are the materials and colour schemes: the frame of the bathtub, 
which is in polished black White Tec paste, features an extremely thin layer of aluminium in a 
platinum finish applied by hand and protected by a transparent opaque varnish. 

Established in 1989, Devon&Devon is celebrating its 30th anniversary. To 
mark this occasion, it brings you two limited edition products which recovers 
the best of tradition and reinterprets it as a great contemporary classic.
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The base - which has a clear sculptural effect - is made entirely from Portoro marble and 
features the marble’s trademark intense and shiny black hue with golden veins. 

The Morris30 tap, with its 40s-inspired design, is another great Devon&Devon classic which 
has been revamped with hand-made levers, diverter and shower handle in Portoro marble.

The decision to use such a precious material is a testament to the unconditional love of 
the brand towards refined details and the skilful craftsmanship of small production teams 
whose know-how has been passed down from one generation to the next like a treasure.

Aurora30 and Morris30 belong to a limited edition numbered collection - there are only 30 
available in total. (Price for the public:  € 30,000 for the bathtub + tap).

Aurora30
Materials: White Tec frame (a mix created and processed exclusively for Devon&Devon to guarantee high 
technical performance in the respect of the highest qualitative and environmental standards); an external layer 

of aluminium in a platinum finish; Portoro marble base.

Size: cm 171 x 87 x 70,5 h - Design: Devon&Devon Style Department

Morris30
Materials: Brass with chrome finishes; Portoro marble.

Size: cm 18 x 14,5 x 27,5 h - Design: Devon&Devon Style Department

In the picture: Devon&Devon Casablanca wallpaper (Vito Nesta design)
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